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Global Security Governance
Our World becomes an extremely unsafe place, because a lot of global
hazards threaten all people. It is time to unite the efforts of all countries in order to
achieve peace and eliminate the hazards. Military alliances have to be organized,
but they should be ruled wisely, not to become a new hazard, which could smash
this World.
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Т.Р. Тагиров. Глобальное управление в сфере безопасности.
Обстановка в современно мире обостряется из-за глобальных угроз,
способных навредить человечеству. Пришло время объединить силы всех
стран во имя воцарения мира. Для этого необходимо формирование военных
альянсов, которые должны управляться с умом, иначе все мы окажемся на
пороге катастрофы.
Ключевые слова: военные альянсы, НАТО, ШОС, мировая
стабильность, терроризм.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The global governance is in crisis, and this problem is especially topical,
when defense is mentioned. Global governance in this sphere is essential for the
World’s stability. Nowadays a great danger threatens all of us – the global
terrorism. As this problem concerns everybody, we have to unite our forces to
defeat our enemies. That is why it is necessary to organize military alliances: it
will provide all armies with unique opportunities such as sharing information,
collected by intelligent services, cooperation on battlefields. Furthermore, all
military operations require astonishing sums of money; there is no county, which
can fund the World’s defense over itself. Collaboration is the only way to win this
war.
But, unfortunately, military alliances have several drawbacks, related to the
global governance. Firstly, leaders of some alliances set wrong goals. The problem
is in bipolar system of the World. That is why armies of many countries are united
to smash another country or a block of them instead of fighting against the

common enemy. Secondly, most countries in military alliances do not have any
choice but to obey the hegemon – a leader of the bloc. Unhappily, armies of
dependent counties have to serve someone’s personal interests, what is again far
from protecting the world order. This antagonism provides the global terrorism
with a soil, where it can calmly grow, while people, who can overthrow the evil,
consider each other to be mortal enemies. A sparkling example of an unsuccessful
military alliance is NATO, which, of course instantly associates with all mentioned
drawbacks. When NATO was founded, only aggressive goals were set. All
members of this alliance shouted in hysteria about a war, but nobody even
whispered about the end of disorders and the triumph of peace. Crimes against
humanity, committed by NATO, especially by the USA, did not solve the
problems, but only contributed to the global terrorism and endless wars. All
countries, which followed America’s interests are disappointed, because the USA’s
aim (instead of fighting against the global terrorism) was to weaken Russia (but it
became even stronger), while the Russian Federation was interested in negotiation
and cooperation and still seeks for it.
Luckily, these problems can be solved. It is needful to diversify the aims and
the fields of cooperation of the alliances to reduce aggression. A good warrior is
always ready for a battle, but he is always looking forward to returning home to
continue a peaceful life, whereas a person, who cannot do anything except fighting,
is a threat for everybody, because even in time of peace he wishes to find a reason
for confrontation and always finds it (as NATO does). It would be better if
countries were long-term allies, but from military point of view, cooperated as adhoc coalitions. So they would win wars against global threats and after victories do
their best to maintain peace and develop this World in scientific and economic
spheres. For example, the counties of SCO (Shanghai Cooperation Organization)
work in economic, scientific, cultural and energy spheres, meanwhile they are also
successful in fighting the global terrorism and the drug traffic.

Moreover, negotiations are essential, not just to greet each other without any
result achieved as it sometimes happens because of stubbornness of one side of
negotiations. Productive negotiations are necessary for cooperation between the
blocs and inside them, that is why all agreements have to be enforced. Only if
alliances are governed successfully, it will be possible to cure the World from the
illness of the global terrorism.

